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The Editorial by Director Simone Sampò

AN OVERVIEW ON THE WORLD
OF HELICICULTURE - CHIOCCIOLA
METODO CHERASCO, IN ITALY
AND OVERSEAS .
My idea of Helicoidal Economy was inspired by the Snail (Chiocciola); this system
goes beyond the circular vision, and is regenerated in a three-dimensional cycle: the
Snail is the paradigm of what transforms, changes and renews itself, giving life to
success stories focusing on Man’s labor and the Earth we inhabit.

I will be using little space in this Editorial, because the following
pages are able to unveil my Institute’s efforts and my personal
ones, in these first months of 2022.
A new year, after the imposed biennial quarantine of
2019/2021, is bringing new revolutions along: climate and
geographic changes, constant increase of raw materials costs
and more difficulty to find some resources. As for the snails,
they are becoming hard to find in nature as collection animals,
due to indiscriminate urbanization, and even more so because of
climate change that is leading to long periods of drought. Suffice
it to say that a few years ago snail collectors earned about 0.80
euros per kg, and today they require four times as much with fees
that are around 3 euros per kg, due to the scarcity of snails and
the excessive time employed for their collection. Not to mention
that the quality of collection snails is getting increasingly poor.
However, when it comes to consumption, the situation is notably
counter-current: thanks to the work we have been doing since
2016, the snail has entered the world of haute cuisine, it has
expanded the target audience attracting more and more young
people, and it is lately appearing in the menu of many Italian
and foreign chefs. Not to mention the snail slime increasingly
requested by Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical companies, for the
production of facial and body products and for food supplements,

thanks to the successful efforts of the Snail Therapy Company
to position itself on the Italian production market through
constant studies and serum processing. The proof of this
success comes from the press interest in our Lumadea brand,
positioning it alongside big brands such as Clarins, Versace,
Chiara Ferragni and many others, which is having an undeniable
positive impact on our supply chain heliciculturists, who can see
their entrepreneurial value increasingly recognized thanks to the
certification of the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco brand.
Such results wouldn’t be reachable without dedicating a lot of
energy and respecting the rules: that’s why I strongly advise all
heliciculturists affiliated with ANE to respect the rules of the
Breeding Disciplinary. In 2016, I felt the need to regulate the
sector through new rules, the goal was to avoid what some socalled veterinarians had caused up to then: the unfair protection
of personal profit to the detriment of companies that often
failed to survive the third year, fighting miserably before exiting
the startup phase. Things have finally changed but it is not the
time to let our guard down: my Institute and I are committed to
keep exploring, and propose safer breeding alternatives such as
the Short Natural Cycle that you will read about in the following
pages, as we expect from our heliciculturists the renewed trust
in our experience developed in the field, a practical one not only
theoretical, the result of continuous exchanges and comparisons,
of dialogue with the political, institutional and academic world,
and most of all an exchange of experiences with our partners in
the Supply Chain.
I wish each of you readers a great summer of helicoidal
regeneration and I invite you to the 51st International
Heliciculture Conference in September, which will be another
crucial moment of sharing and growth.

The most recent studies

Breeding 4.0 and the Short Natural Cycle
The New Deal of Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco, Where technology meets
Sustainability.

The Cherasco method for heliciculture becomes 4.0 and cuts breeding times in half. Low in fat and rich in
proteins, snail meat represents an alternative reality to traditional meat and requires a low water intake.
With the digitization of the plants, technology is placed at the service of sustainability for a green, ethical
and highly profitable agricultural business model with a 6 months return on investment.

Heliciculture - snail breeding - is a clean and ethical business that
respects nature. It is a profitable one, considering that in 6 years
the Italian heliciculturists that adhere to the “Cherasco Method”
- developed by the International Institute of Heliciculture of
Cherasco in collaboration with the University of Gastronomic
Sciences of Pollenzo - have gone from 200 to 840 (scattered
throughout Italy), employing over 11,000 employees and
generating a significant increase in turnover, which grew from
36 million euros in 2016, to 340 in 2019 and almost 500 million
euros in 2021.
Heliciculture is a booming sector, witnessing great growth
thanks to the constantly increasing demand for snails. The
associates of the Cherasco Method - natural, ethical, sustainable
- grow at a rate of 10-15% per year, and there are more and
more young people, eager to return to a healthier life in contact
with nature, who enter this economic chain that turns a deserted
piece of land into a lucrative one (in Italy there are over 1 million
uncultivated hectares - Coldiretti data) and guarantees a return
on investment in a short time (6 months), thanks to the Short
Natural Breeding Cycle, recently introduced by the Institute of
Cherasco, and to Breeding 4.0 and the complete digitalization
of the farms.
“There is a shortage of 11 thousand tons of snails in the world, with
the number of snails grown in the wild decreasing of 35%, due to
pollution - explains Simone Sampò, Director of the Cherasco
International Institute of Heliciculture. “Moreover, the conflicts in

Ukraine, the second largest producer in the world, and the closure of
several companies in Poland and Lithuania because of Covid, have
created gaps in the market that we can fill with the Short Natural
Cycle, which guarantees double production in half of the breeding
time”. 4.0 technologies also make it possible to monitor production
through the irrigation sensors “:” the more humidity is supplied to
the snail, the faster it grows”- concludes Sampò.
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BREEDING 4.0 - TECHNOLOGY MEETS SUSTAINABILITY.
The first large heliciculture farm has been inaugurated- 2.5
hectares of extension - fully digitized with a monitoring by
square meter. Multispectral camera drones are used to monitor
vegetation indices and control predators; precise irrigation
for the operation of each single dispenser; neural recognition
networks to detect the herds and the development degree of
brood specimens; adaptive mathematics models for the control
of all automation and cloud computing platform.
All this, to helps us intervene only when it is necessary.

agricultural activity.
The snail breeder and the International Institute of Heliciculture,
in case of activation of a Short Natural Cycle farm, sign in
addition to a compliance agreement to the “Cherasco Method ”,
a close collaboration agreement: the breeders are bound to the
Institute for some aspects including the purchase of snails every
year, the purchase of supplements that snails eat, the Helitex
protective net for outdoor farms, and the certified seeds; the
Institute undertakes to collect the entire customer production
at € 4.50 / kg.
The contract can have a duration of 2, 3 or 5 years, the minimum
investment is around € 80,000 (for about 40 enclosures). The
first harvest takes place 6 months after the farm is activated
and guarantees an almost complete return on the investment
sustained.
CREATING THE SUPPLY CHAIN OF CHIOCCIOLA METODO
CHERASCO
The need to respect the rules of the Disciplinary Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco in order to obtain a raw material of a high and
controlled quality, led to the creation of the Certified Supply
Chain Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco.
The evaluation visits of our heliciculturists are in progress with
the support of the Certifying Body BUREAU VERITAS: the
Certification guarantees to the heliculturists a supply chain
contract and a fixed pricing to protect the production and the
consumer.
For this reason, an exhaustive revision of the Breeding
disciplinary became necessary, to redefine the norms of use
of our trademark Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, a symbol of
undisputed excellence and pride of Italian heliciculture.
This choice was also made as a further effort to guarantee a more
transparent and fruitful collaboration between our Institute
and the heliculturists and producers who choose the Cherasco
method. Being able to guarantee the traceability of production
for gastronomic, pharmaceutical and cosmetic purposes, is a
necessary step to see our sector grow - which is certainly not
monoreferential but represented by each of the heliciculturists
affiliated with the ANE National Association of Heliciculturists
- becoming in this way the first certified Short Supply Chain for
heliciculture not only in Italy but also in Europe.

THE SHORT NATURAL CYCLE
Next to the Complete Natural Cycle, which includes both the
reproduction and fattening phases, and allows the development
of micro-enterprises with an extension of less than 1 hectare and
a production of 200/210 kg of snails by enclosure, the institute
has recently introduced the “Short Natural Cycle” of breeding.
In the Short natural cycle, the Institute controls the snails’
reproduction phase, in the special “delivery rooms”, and
the heliciculturist receives 1-month-old snails. The work is
concentrated therefore on the breeding process- the so-called
fattening phase - and on the collection of snails. It is a simple and
faster type of breeding, with a seasonally adjusted collection
that takes place 6 months after activating the farm.
This type of breeding is suitable for medium-sized and large
farms, 20 enclosures and more.
The production is estimated in this case around 450/kg per
enclosure, more than double the quantity of the Complete
cycle, because the part of the enclosure that is dedicated for
reproduction in the Complete cycle is totally dedicated to
fattening here. We’re talking about launching your own real
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THE NEWS
Let’s go deeper into the Short Cycle
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco
The pandemic and the recent war conflicts have caused the closure of the large plants in Lithuania, Poland
and Ukraine. Italy, with its 8,400 Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco farms, has the great opportunity to become
the largest manufacturer in the world..
The breeding of gastronomic snails has been promoted for over
fifty years by the International Institute of Heliciculture and can
count on hundreds of manufacturing companies in Italy and
abroad. There are numerous breeding methods of the snail, from
those totally indoors to those outdoors, passing through mixed
methods: each method tries to optimize production to market
demand, focusing on quantity or on quality; our project aims to
achieve an excellent snail and in sufficient quantities to satisfy
the increasing market demand. Raising snails for gastronomic
use has been a solid alternative to traditional farms (cattle,
pigs, poultry) for the production of animal proteins: the natural
cycle system respects the most stringent environmental criteria
in terms of water consumption (less than 500 liters per kg of
meat against 16,500 liters per kg of beef), of agricultural soil, of

The cultivation of Chiocciole today.

greenhouse gas emissions (non-existent) and of local pollution
(absence of manure or dangerous organic waste).
Last but not least, the heliciculture activity is highly ranked
as an hourly wage type of culture, considering the time and
money required by the farmer together with the reduced use of
agricultural land. Numerous activities can be undertaken next
to the cultivation of gastronomic snails, such as slime extraction
for cosmetics use, hospitality companies such as trattorias or
agritourisms, recreational activities such as educational farms,
all allowing farmers to diversify and amplify their profitability.
Man has been collecting snails for about two thousand years, it
is certainly not a new practice; the dozens of traditional recipes

present in each Italian region are a testimony to the importance of
this mollusk in the subsistence diet of agricultural communities,
together with all cultivable vegetables and wild herbs.
Only in recent decades, however, the organoleptic properties
of their meat have been studied in such a deepened way,
discovering a very high protein percentage and a derisory
amount of fat.
The request of the gastronomic sector, increasingly attentive
to the raw material quality, has increased steadily year after
year. The year 2022 confirms that 3800 hectares of farms are
needed to cover the internal market only, corresponding to
7,000 new companies - considering the typical surface of the
agricultural micro-enterprises of our country (5000 sqm); these
values, when translated into capital, result comparable to a
financial maneuver.
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The actual market
The snails market is particularly active, especially following
the slowdowns of foreign production sites (Lithuania, Poland,
Ukraine) caused by the pandemic; it is an indisputable reality
that as we write, the availability of snails of the Helix Aspersa
Maxima type - in Italy and Europe – is practically none, in the
face of a huge demand in retail and wholesale.
The last decade has been defined by unchanging numbers: 85%
of snails necessary for internal consumption are imported from
abroad (Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria, Greece, Turkey, Romania,
Poland, Ukraine). Local companies, despite their very high
standards in quality, cannot provide the requested quantities;
even though productions are increasing every year, but they are
following the same pace as the increasing consumption.

The Complete natural cycle outdoor farming method called
CMC (Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, regulated by the specific
Production Disciplinary studied with the University of
Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo) represents the most copied
system of snails breeding in the world, and defines quality
standards that are hard to reach with other outdoor systems.
The challenge today, is to achieve the same quality but in larger
volumes, through the application of skills acquired over decades
of activity, and the use of digital technologies increasingly
present in the agricultural/livestock sector, but still of shy use
in heliciculture. The control of the origin and the subsequent
transformation of snails guarantees this quality, creating the
conditions for what is becoming the first Italian Certified Supply
Chain in the heliciculture sector.

The mostHelix
recent
studies
Speciale
2021
A complete natural cycle farm can cultivate all types of Helix Aspersa (Maxima, Typica, Muller),
adapting to every Italian microclimate, from the driest and hottest to the wettest and coldest.

Breeding methods
The International Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco, in its
fifty years of history, promotes snail breeding with an extensive
totally natural growth cycle – i.e. outdoors - designed to produce
the best quality possible and a total respect for the environment
that welcomes it.
We have always been far from the idea of intensive indoors
farming, where large productions result at the cost of minimal
quality of product and poor animal respect. The Italian breeding
methods, perfected in the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco system,
are able to ensure the success of companies that enter the
sector, guaranteeing and disseminating the needed knowledge,
in an effort to fill the gap between the national production
and import, and increasing the income of the involved Italian
companies.
The natural farming methods, tested and reliable, are essentially
two and share the same organized structure in outdoor
enclosures, the irrigation system and the same rigid and
exclusively vegetarian food Disciplinary.

The Complete Natural Cycle

Business management determines the main difference
between the two methods. The Complete Natural
Cycle, the Institute’s flagship, is mainly dedicated to
small dimensions farms that we define as agricultural
micro-enterprises. The Short Natural Cycle, a new
system studied and perfected for its use in our
country, is aimed at large farms.

This method provides the snails living within specific
enclosures, the same existence they would have in nature;
the mating of snails, the eggs laying and subsequent hatching,
the growth and available food define the essential parameters
of Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, the only evolution of the old
“Italian method”, which did not guarantee quantifiable and
repeatable results over time.
The complete natural breeding cycle is aimed at agricultural
entrepreneurs who have limited capital and lands - less than
one hectare - and wish to obtain a tangible income through the
diversification of their own enterprise through the cultivation
of snails and the direct sale of gastronomic products and
cosmetics. A complete natural breeding cycle can cultivate all
types of Helix Aspersa (Maxima, Typica, Muller), adapting to
every Italian microclimate, from the driest and hottest to the
wettest and coldest.
The project aims to implement digitization in the farms, by
inserting appropriate sensors in the enclosures. The strong point
of this method is the possibility for snails to auto-generate for
the following seasons, limiting the fixed annual running costs;
the possibility to check the humidity conditions in real time, the
soil acidity, the nutrients requirements and the herds position
within the enclosures, allows the increase of productivity and
the optimization of necessary manpower for their management.
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In the Short Natural Cycle, snails grow and populate the entire enclosure for five to six months, after
which they get collected, purged, bagged and sold. The estimated production of a standard 45x3.5 meter
enclosure, conducted with the Short Method is around 430 kg of live product per cycle.

The Short Naturale Cycle
The International Institute of Heliciculture developed, in 2022,
the “Short Natural Cycle”, in response to, the ever growing
demand for certified snails, the tendency of the younger
generation to live in harmony with nature, and the possibility of
activating nearly 1 million hectares of land currently uncultivated
and abandoned. If the Complete natural cycle aims at the
creation of a micro-enterprise, the Short Cycle Natural opens
the door for a real agricultural investment, entering a virtuous
supply chain that guarantees a secure economic return and in
shorter times. After the insertion of baby snails (provided by the
Institute of Cherasco), heliciculturists will only have to take care
of the fattening phase (Reproduction phase is not foreseen as it
happens in the complete cycle), the first collection and transfer
of the total production to Lumacheria Italiana - the company
with the highest turnover in the sector in Italy – all happening
happens within 6 months of starting the farm, ensuring the
complete return on investment.

Outdoor farms, even when regulated and conducted in an
exemplary manner, are subject to seasonal climatic variations,
which inevitably determine fluctuating productions and makes it
difficult to standardize; a complete outdoor cycle needs at least
eight / ten months of continuous growth, but it gets interrupted
by the arrival of rigid winter temperatures and the ever increasing
summer heat that induce the mollusk in hibernation: therefore
one can immediately understand the advantage of a partially
protected system, where the climatic conditions are constantly
monitored and adapted to the animal’s need.
The Short Natural Cycle of breeding is aimed at investors who
recognize snail breeding as an agricultural specialization of
strong economic importance, where crops are guaranteed in the
same year of planting and are conducted on important surfaces.
These farms contribute in reducing the quantities of product
imported from abroad, while maintaining the quality required
by the internal market, and also, a serious compliance to the
regulations of a strict Disciplinary imposed by the Institute.
A specialized production center was built in Cherasco,
to cultivate the “Cornu Aspersum” snail species from the

Helicidae family, commonly known as Helix Aspersa, in its
Maxima declination, as the most suitable for the preparation
of high-level gastronomic products. The center deals with the
production of “baby snails” in a confined environment, by means
of specifically made incubation chambers: the total control of
this phase forms the basis of the supply chain that is getting
certified.
The activity allows eliminating some phases in outdoor farms:
mating, eggs laying and birth. It has been proven that the
hatched ones have higher success rates (at least 90%); so the
farmer will only insert in the outdoor enclosures subjects that
are already born, and focus solely on the fattening phase- from
spring to autumn - completing the mollusk growth outdoors and
ensuring copious collections in defined periods of time.
Breeders would have to prepare the enclosures during the
previous autumn / winter, with the same modalities of the
Complete Cycle (plowing, fertilization, sowing, definition of the
enclosures), except for the internal division of the enclosure,
with the Short Cycle you only work in the fattening sector.
When the vegetation sown in the enclosure reaches the adequate
height to protect the mollusk, the small snails get inserted within
the shelters consisting of unfinished wooden boards, and the
necessary humidity should be secured. Feeding baby snails
consists of self-produced and/or outsourced vegetables, with
a variable percentage of flours exclusively plant-based. Snails
grow and populate the entire enclosure for a period of five to six
months, after which they get collected, purged, bagged and sold:
the land is therefore free to be labored again to host next year’s
cycle, due to the absence of snails in the reproduction area. The
estimated production of a standard 45x3.5 meters enclosure,
conducted with the short method, amounts to 430 kg of live
product per cycle.
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THE SHORT NATURAL CYCLE FEATURES
A SUSTAINABLE BREEDING SYSTEM
Outdoor operation, no use of chemicals, low water consumption, limited use of agricultural
area, absence of polluting waste. Production of high quality animal proteins in total respect
for the environment
PRODUCTION GUARANTEED WITHIN THE FRIST 6 MONTHS OF ACTIVITY
Collection of snails in the same year of establishment for a return of the initial investment in
a very short time
50% LESS MANPOWER COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL BREEDING METHODS
Limited campaign operations, zero winter interventions and concentration of collections in a
single period of the year (Autumn)
A CERTIFIED SUPPLY CHAIN BY LUMACHERIA ITALIANA
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco deals with the traceability of all production phases and the
observance of the rules dictated by its Breeding Disciplinary, defining the first Italian
Heliciculture Supply Chain
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS WITH DIGITAL SENSORS IN
THE FARM
Digital technology applied to the heliciculture sector: precise temperature and humidity
sensors, for a real-time response
TOTAL WITHDRAWAL OF PRODUCTION GUARANTEED
Lumacheria Italiana, through the signing of a specific contract, ensures the purchase of all
the snails collected in the farms of its supply chain, becoming a safe and reliable economic
partner for any entrepreneur.
IDEAL FOR FARMS OVER ONE HECTARE OF EXTENSION
The Short Natural breeding cycle is the answer to the continuously growing internal demand
for snails, which is why it is oriented towards businesses with surfaces greater than 1
hectare, capable of obtaining quantitatively significant productions.

The most recent studies

Similarities between the Complete Natural Cycle and the Short Natural Cycle
Sustainable Agriculture

Both the Complete and the Short Natural Cycles can be placed
in the landscape of Sustainable Agriculture: the production
of vegetaion for food and shelter do not require any use of
chemicals, and need a very low water consumption: to obtain
1 kg of snail meat you need in fact 500 liters of water against
16,500 liters for 1 kg of beef.

Sustainable farm

The NON-EXISTING Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, and the
TOTAL ABSENCE of local pollution in manure or wastewater,
are a strong confirmation to the positioning of heliciculture as a
Green Economy.

Certified Supply Chain

Both, the heliciculturists who turn to the Complete Natural
Cycle and those who choose the Short Natural Cycle, become
part of the first Italian Heliciculture Supply Chain headed by
Lumacheria Italiana, who supports Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco,
in the observance of the with the Breeding Disciplinary and the
respect of the production regulations.

Withdrawal of production guaranteed

For both systems, Lumacheria Italiana, through the stipulation
of a specific contract, ensures the purchase of the production
of the Supply chain plants, a guarantee of a safe and reliable
economic partner.

The Short Natural Cycle system is born today
to propose safer alternatives, and respond to the great need to
get certified raw material, faster.

A rapidly growing market

How historical enclosures are changing the
shape of the international snail market.

The production of snails has drastically dropped worldwide.
The pandemic and the recent war conflicts have closed the large
plants in Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine.
The current European geopolitical situation with Russia and
Ukraine engaged in a grueling war conflict, is reflecting on the
raw materials export market in Europe, and consequently also
in Italy.
As well as grain, gas and mechanization products, the number
of exported snails has drastically reduced, as a result of the
closure or destruction of Ukrainian plants. And even if we hope
in a prompt epilogue of the situation, it will obviously not be
possible to think of an immediate return to the international
export markets.

Furthermore, the scenario imposed by the pandemic that broke
out in 2020 had already made other distribution markets such as
Poland or Lithuania to close many heliciculture plants.
These two factors, associated with an increasing consumption
of snails and their derivatives, are reflected in a lack of supplies
worldwide, equal to 25% lack of raw materials.
The ongoing Research & Development work that Lumacheria
Italiana has tenaciously undertaken, in collaboration with the
International Institute of Heliciculture Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco, aims to fill this supply gap in the direction of a
performing heliciculture in the entrepreneurial and commercial
field.
Even in foreign countries where Lumacheria Italiana carries
out commercial activities, it is actually strengthening the
entrepreneurial system and the turnover.
In Georgia, 19 hectares of plants are already active, and by the
end of 2022 they will reach 30 hectares, with a turnover that
goes from €. 600,000 to €. 1,050,000.
Important developments are also taking place in Romania,
Ireland, Morocco, Tunisia, Benin, Hungary and Germany.
In percentage terms we have an increase in the foreign
countries markets, which goes from 27% in 2021 to 37% in
2022, translatable economically with a quantifiable growth of €.
1,650,000 expected in 2022 against the € .1.050.000 turnover
in 2021. The following infographic presents the articulated
world of Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco in its Italian and foreign
spiralization.
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The careful and constant job of our Institute is to make the snail
POP and GLAMOR, even SEXY!
Many Italian chefs have inserted the Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco in their menu, and the demand is increasing.
This ever growing demand for raw material is a fundamental
data to understand how much the production and consumption
of snail meat and its derivatives have grown in Italy from 2016:
Italian plants cover only 15% of national demand.
This is primarily due to the extraordinary work performed
by Lumacheria Italiana for the promotion and distribution of
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco that offers fresh pulp from the
Italian supply chain in most Italian restaurants. The development
of new recipes such as Escargot Burger has significantly
expanded the target of consumers, which is disconnecting from
a historical and traditional legacy and is addressed in an incisive
way to the young people. Furthermore, snail meat, low in fat
and rich in protein is frequently included in low calorie diets.
In 2021, large distribution scales were converted in GDO,
confirmed and expected to grow more in 2022, while The

Horeca Channel, the large hospitality distribution is currently
opening. And in order to satisfy the request of Horeca channel,
Lumacheria Italiana has elaborated a proposal of the highest
level, represented by fresh pulps that no longer need to be
frosted, but can always be proposed as fresh and high quality
food.
In the helicoidal economy based on the Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco, there is always room for new farmers who have
the desire and the will to become entrepreneurs. The growth
potential is very high considering that, the request in Italy
increased by 35% compared to 2019 between food and
cosmetics, and the 1200 hectares of current plants in Italy
provide only 15% of the domestic demand. The Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco, recognized and requested for its quality,
obtained thanks to the application of a rigid Disciplinary, has
doubled in value, as went from € 3 per kilo in 2019 to € 6 per kilo
in 2022 (italian market). In short, numbers speak for themselves,
investing in snails is worthwhile also because the International
Institute of Heliciculture ensures a “double profitability”: beside
cultivating and selling snails, income can also be obtained from
the snail slime that is extracted through the MullerOne, an
innovative machine patented by the Cherasco Institute, which
uses ozone and therefore a cruelty-free method. In 2019, a
new income opportunity was also patented, the Snail Therapy,
a practice in which live snails are placed on certain points of
the human body where they release their mucus, giving thus it
benefits to the skin and the body’s nervous system.

The helicoidal economy is a winner: a complete system,
without waste where everything is transformed and nothing
is thrown away and therefore regenerates income; where the
company is aware of its social role also in restoring dignity to
people; where the land has the absolute largest value and
therefore must be respected and where crop culture has a
profound dialogue with the concept of Culture.
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A NEW GREAT MILESTONE ACHIEVED
IN GEORGIA: EXPORTS ARE POSSIBLE
TODAY AND WE HAVE RECEIVED THE
FIRST GREAT TRANSFER

The presence in the field, the assistance in language but above
all, the great experience and seriousness of the Cherasco
Method have lead to a great result: on 22 December 2021, the
European Union has officially added Georgia among the Extra
EU Countries authorized to export live snails. This milestone
has been achieved thanks to the intercession of our Institute
that has helped Georgia to offer adequate guarantees, to satisfy
the requirements of Europe, for such productions to enter the
Union.
The work we have done in Georgia by exporting the know-how
of Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco was constant, challenging and
a continuous shared dialogue between the Georgian and the
Italian authorities, this year together with Helix that we thank
again in this occasion.
Our goal was not to sell words but deeds and we can say that we

have totally succeeded.
The international development of the Cherasco Method brand
represents a great medium and long-term strategic goal for the
Institute of Heliciculture.

Trip to Georgia

In recent months there have been many diplomatic operations,
training activities, conferences and field visits, all with the same
purpose: to study the Georgian market, to be able to guarantee
the best site specific commercial service in the country, while
respecting the territory, people’s work and the desired success.
Today we are proud to confirm without hesitation that the
activated process is evolving in a positive direction, also thanks
to the opening of an operational branch of the International
Institute of Heliciculture in Tbilisi - Davit Kipiani street 2b - in
order to guarantee continuous assistance and constant presence
of Georgian technicians to support the heliciculturists.
We have opened the dialogue with the political institutions, the
customs and with international shipping agencies, to be able to
create a bipartisan relationship that rests on durable and resistant
foundations, and allows us to promise but more importantly to
guarantee the export of both meat and slime production from
Georgia to Italy. If until today this has represented an obstacle
for Georgian investors, we are proudly confident to declare that
the obstacle has been removed and no longer has a reason to
exist.

slime coming from Georgian farms will soon be realized. It will
be another confirmation of the strong link between Georgia and
Italy that is translated in sharing the experience of our Institute
to guarantee the success of production and the local market.
The first snail transfer we received represented a really exciting
moment because it was the result of the great work undertaken
in just one year from the opening of the Tbilisi branch of the
International Institute of Heliciculture.
We are open to new great results obtained thanks to the
continuous support of our staff.

The confrontation with Levan Davitashvili, and later with the
current new Georgian Minister of Agriculture Otar Shamugia, and
with the head of the National Food Agency Zurab Chekurashvili,
has consolidated the link between Italy and Georgia and the
great interest in the Heliciculture Made in Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco.
The results achieved so far confirm the interest in importing the
Made in Italy approach to enhance Georgian agriculture.
We can talk about a transversal co-branding that involves
the gastronomic and food sector, as well as cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals. In these days, was presented LUMADEA
Cosmetics line, dedicated to the production and marketing of
face and body products as well as syrups and food supplements
of the highest quality, based on the purest, Cosmos certified,
snail slime coming from farms of the Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco chain. The next step we are happy to share with the
Georgian investors is, that the first production of cosmetics with
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FRANCE CONFIRMS THE ALARMING NEWS.
Global warming and lack of manpower: even the
French snail collectors have surrendered.
The situation in Nature has now reached its limit: lack of snails, bad quality due soil pollution, too much
time for collection and little manpower available; in addition to an increase in exorbitant costs. But there
are alternatives that are growing in the Good Clean and Fair panorama: the natural production both with
the Short and the Complete Natural Cycle represents today an easy solution.

After sunflower oil and mustard, what about snails? Even in
France, companies specialized in the processing of escargots
have raised the alarm: between climate change, lack of manpower
and rising costs, the industry is in an alarming situation when
it comes to procurement. “The moment is dramatic: what we
have in our warehouses will not even be enough to cover the
production of processed and preserved products for the current
year “ declared some associations in the industry.
In France, most of the snails destined for industry food are wild
and hand-picked from meadows and forests, mainly in central
Europe and the Balkans: we’re talking about the species known
as the “Bourgogne snail”. However, “This year the harvest
was significantly interrupted due to irregular temperature
variations”, explains the Federation of preserved food industries
(Fiac), which counts among its associates a good number of snail
collectors and is pointing the finger at the climate change.
“The persistence of a delayed cold weather and the sudden rise of
heat have led to a rapid growth of vegetation, making it difficult
for the collection of snails and reducing the quantities collected,
especially in the collection countries of central and southern Europe “.
To this delicate situation we should add the exorbitant increase

in labor cost: harvest times have increased, and the quantity of
snails in nature have decreased drastically, which led the cost of
escargots to nearly triple the value of 2018. We should also talk
about the remuneration of snail collectors, insufficient to cope
with inflation in the collection countries, which is resulting in
lack of personnel in the processing farms.
And if all this were not enough, the costs of raw materials have
increased, affecting the prices of the smallest butter necessary
for the preparations in cuisine, to the last bit of packaging.
Source @ Jérémy Bruno - Journalists BFMTV

If quality is dropping ... what alternative remains?
Be part of a Certified Supply Chain that produces
snails that cannot be found in Europe or anywhere
in the world, and is able to do it with great attention
to quality and taste.

CMC training

Free Informative Days in Piedmont to celebrate
the partnership with UNISG University of
Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo
The theoretical lines of our Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco training move to the Albertina Court of the
University of Gastronomic Sciences where the Breeding Disciplinary was born in 2016.

Becoming a Heliciculturist according to the Disciplinary Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco is a path marked by some fundamental steps,
to be done with our assistance and consultancy. The first step
is undoubtedly represented by our Free informative days, a
moment of sharing and direct experience, created to reply to all
the doubts and questions that one might have at the beginning
of the path. The morning is used to expose the Theoretical
part: from the Breeding Disciplinary, to the Plant Construction
Technique up to Cost Analysis, fundamental element for
assessing the feasibility of the entrepreneurial company.
The afternoons, however, are dedicated to plants visits, following
the Helicoidal movement of the snails: from the breeding
enclosures of the Complete Natural Cycle, to the warehouse

where we receive the snails transfers from heliciculturists of
our Supply Chain, passing by the extraction process Muller to
witness the extraction of slime, a serum that is used in cosmetics
production, cured by the Snail Therapy Company laboratories,
and finally we visit the gastronomic department of Lumacheria
Italiana.

CMC training

The points that characterize the breeding Disciplinary
dedicated to the Complete Natural Cycle and the Short
Natural Cycle.
Both defined with UNISG
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo.
of the plant and continue to support heliciculturists affiliated
with ANE at every stage, from production to the shipping. Other
speakers at the seminar are also our Export manager Nadine
Feghali, who mainly handles relations with foreign heliciculturists
and, thanks to her academic background, represents the Institute
in managing university projects; Paolo Baratti our Commercial
Director and representative of the Lumacheria Italiana brand,
offers an exhaustive overview on the potential commercial
activities a heliculturist can undertake: from the possibility to
enter the market as an agent even before activating a plant, up
to the production of a food or cosmetics line in Private Label.
And we cannot fail to mention the Director of the Institute and
President of the ANE National Association of Heliciculturists,
Simone Sampò: it is mainly him with his enthralling enthusiasm
and his deep knowledge in the matter, who leads a large part of
the Seminar.
Since 2016, we have met almost 15,000 people from all over
Italy whom we have welcomed and accompanied to discover
our world, trying to transfer our enthusiasm and the great
potential of the sector. And we try to share in a transparent way
all the strength and weakness points in order to accommodate
successful activities into our Supply Chain, as opposed to years
ago, when many plants closed within the third year, not being
able to exceed the incubation period of the start-up.
The success of heliciculture companies operating under the
brand Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco is our first goal because it
certainly leads to a boom in the sector.
We have been holding our seminars at the UNISG, where, in 2016,
was born the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco Disciplinary with the
signature of Silvio Barbero, the result of ongoing academic work
that the Institute carries out daily: Informative Days are held
on a monthly basis Free of charge, welcoming over 120 people
from all over Italy and often from other countries, and represent
the first essential step to enter our world by taking advantage
of the presence of all professionals who accompany future
heliciculturists in their business planning and management:
starting by the Head of Communications Gabriella Lovera who
is the first contact between the Institute and the users, the
technicians Cristiano Scarrone and Michele Bergese are the
main interlocutors for the construction and the management

The new cycle dedicated to the Informative Days is considered
one of the most important responsibilities of the UNISG
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo. We had the
honor to host Carlin Petrini, founder of Slow Food and Director
of UNISG: listening to Petrini is always great emotion and his
interventions are always transformed into a lectio magistralis.
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Petrini stressed that “heliciculture, like every other form of
agriculture, must use technology as a support and cure for the
Earth; because the first source of profit and income is our own
Planet “. A message that we fully share and on which the whole
philosophy of our Institute is based: Man, Digital, Earth; the
digitization at the service of the land where snails are born, grow
and develop. We also met with the Magnificent Rector Professor
Bartolomeo Biolatti, awarded in 2021 of the Gold Snail Award,

who underlined how the snail can undoubtedly represent a
more realistic and plausible alternative to the food of the
future. While the population worldwide increases, intensive
farming are becoming less sustainable, and before starting to
feed on crickets or insects, the snail meat high in proteins and
low in fat has the full right to be considered a green alternative,
or as Slow Food would describe it: good, clean and right.
It was the Vice President of UNISG and Slow Food co-founder
Silvio Barbero who expressed deep satisfaction for the choice
of our Institute to carry out the seminars in the headquarters

hectares (Coldiretti data) - Simone Sampò concludes - there is
room for more than another 3800 hectares of plants and for the
launch of new profitable business opportunities.”
A great support also from the political world represented by
the Councilor for Agriculture of the Piedmont Region, Marco
Protopapa. Councilor Protopapa confirmed the commitment

of the Piedmont Region, who have followed our Institute for
years, to support Piedmontese heliculturists and, even more
importantly, to be a spokesperson in the other Italian regions in
order to support the sector on a national level.
A very recent news regarding the PSR Rural Development
Plans, by 2023 a new formula of community financing will be
implemented, with a focus on sustainability and environmental
protection. The PSP - Strategic national plan of the PAC confirms the support to agri-environment, to investments in
agri-companies, to the settlement of young farmers and to risk
management.
The tendency to reduce some measures comes from the EU’s
desire to streamline the regulatory framework by shifting
the focus to results and effectiveness. Member States have
therefore more freedom to decide how to best achieve common
goals, responding at the same time to the specific needs of
their farmers, to their rural communities and their society as a
whole. Since our concept of helicoidal economy cannot be fully
understood if not not lived, the Councilor Marco Protopapa
insisted to visit the Heliciculture Center of Cherasco.
We close the article with a group photo taken during one of our
informative days: it is the group that makes the Supply chain, it
is the union that makes strength.

of the Albertina Court: “With the information modules of our
University, the collaboration between the International Institute
of Heliciculture and UNISG gets more consolidated and shows
the academic evolution of the Informative Day, that became the
Cherasco Method Heliciculture Seminar”. The demand for quality
snails - both for the meat and the slime - is in steady increase.
“Considering that the current farms in Italy provide only 15% of
domestic demand and that there are over 1 million uncultivated
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From north to south the snails run fast!

The ITINERA project is finally back: the
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco travels around Italy.

The Free Informative Days in Piedmont represent the most
informative and complete training tool, however, since 2016
with the management of Simone Sampò the Itinera Project has
been taking Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco in a journey around
Italy.
In 2020, unfortunately, the pandemic blocked the project, just
like the seminars that were turned into webinars. As exhaustive
as they can be, webinars obviously lack the direct contact with
the staff, with competent professionals, and with those who
have already completed the first stages of the journey. For this
reason as soon as it was possible we returned to action, and so,
since the beginning of 2022, the Itinera project was back on
track. The coordinator, architect Cristiano Scarrone from our
Technical Office, has already traveled to three Italian regions
where our supply chain heliciculturists are active.
Sicily was the first stage of ITINERA, in collaboration with the
Azienda Agricola Fratelli Miceli di Tusa. Together with Cristiano
Scarrone, they showed the real business potential behind snail
breeding. With optimal climatic conditions, a high gastronomic
consumption of snails - they are part of the local culinary
tradition - and last, but not least important, the availability of
state funding initiatives like “PSR Resto al Sud”, Sicily has an ideal
humus where to develop a profitable snail breeding business.
The theoretical part was deepened within the Polyvalent Hall
of the Church of Piazza Mazzini, while the afternoon was
dedicated to practical, with a visit to the Azienda Agricola
Miceli which has been following the innovative disciplinary of
production according to the “Cherasco Method”, for 5 years
now. “We started independently, without any experience -

explains Santi Miceli, one of the young owners of the Azienda
Agricola of Tusa - but it is thanks to the skills, the knowledge
and continuous assistance provided by the International
Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco that we managed to make
our snail breeding business profitable, so much that in addition
to the first 20 fences, we are planting another 25 because the
demand for both gastronomic and cosmetic products continues
to grow “. Here, aspiring heliciculturists, but even simple and
curious and nature lovers, were able to discover an activity that
allows to make an income from a land, that would be otherwise
unproductive, with a low investment and a guaranteed economic
return in short time.

CMC training

Then, there was the Itinera day in Molise, with the participation
of the Molhelix Company of Lorenzo Sallustio and Marco Di
Cristofaro.
Molhelix is an agriculture company dedicated primarily to
Heliciculture in a complete natural cycle, for gastronomy and
cosmetics. They market Helix Aspersa maxima snails, already
drained and ready for the kitchen, and a line of private label
cosmetics made with the slime provided by theirs snails,
obtained through completely cruelty free processes that respect
animal welfare and guarantee purity and absolute quality of the
products, applying the principles of Blue Economy in order to
convey a cultural and social message.
The plant is located in Roccavivara in the province of Campobasso
a small village of 700 people, where the boys have recovered
the old vineyard of their grandfather and transformed it into a
microcosmo of 1200 meters of plant, next to an Agritourism. “It
might seem a paradox to cultivate a vegetable garden and put
inside it what our grandparents considered as the main natural

enemy of cultivated vegetables, snails” says Lorenzo. And while
he tells us how and why they decided to get involved, he looks at
the small plant that is today Molhelix. “We should all slow down.
Snails teach us to forget the frenzy of everyday life, to recover
the spirit of observation we had as children, examining leaf by
leaf, rediscovering attention to detail”.
Being ademics and researchers, the interest in environmental
sustainability have always characterized their attitude at work:
“Ours is above all a challenge to recover the inland areas in Italy,
for a full enhancement of the Helicoidal economy. To understand
what it is, just take a tour of our vegetable garden: here we receive
the waste from the fruit and vegetable production of Campobasso,

quintals of vegetables that consumers do not choose, because
they’re imperfect. Snails feed on it and control the crop quality: if
they have no herbicides, if they are of good quality, you can see it
from how the snails grow”.
Stories like Molhelix’s no longer represent an exception,
confirms the Director Sampò: “In the helicoidal economy based on
“Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco” there is room for new farmers who
have the desire and the will to become entrepreneurs”. The growth
potential is very high considering that, against a demand in Italy
of 4,500 tons per year, the 1150 hectares of current plants in
Italy provide only 20% of domestic demand. 80% of the product

comes from foreign countries - Romania, Turkey, Indonesia
above all - where the production is however, of poor quality
because it comes from long supply chains, not subject to due
health checks. The International Institute of Heliciculture has
signed agreements for the development of a green, sustainable
and respectful heliciculture, also in other countries – recent
news are the agreements with Morocco and Georgia - where
the weather conditions allow to obtain a product of excellent
quality to raise according to the “Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco”.

But to fill the gap there is also room in Italy, for over 3400 ha
of plants. Breeding snails can therefore be useful to reduce the
effects of intensive agriculture on the soil, but also because it’s a
profitable activity. “We started with the pandemic an experimental
project that made us understand the obstacles of bureaucracy,
supporting a vocation that we have had for years. At the moment
we are focusing on the use of cosmetic slime: we have created a
line of eight cosmetic products, three for the face and three for the
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body. But above all, we count on educating people”. To do so, they
have imagined an educational path for schools that embrace
discovery excursions to the woods and the reviving of traditions
in a sustainable key. “Today, there are some people who can’t
accept the food consumption of snails. That’s why, in our Tastings,
we try to find original solutions such as skewers of snails or tempura
snails. And while we taste them we tell stories. To eat a snail you
have to use your hands and put the phone down, go back to real
conversations. That’s something!”
Heliciculture, we repeat, is a growing system and the need for
snails is increasing. The main goal of the Itinera project is to
grow our Supply Chain. Of course we do not hide from anyone
that it involves hard work. In Italy we have a saying “La terra
è bassa – the land is low”, as a metaphor for the hard work to
keep leaning over the low land, but the ability of snails to selfregenerate offers our heliculturists so many entrepreneurial
possibilities for success.
With Itinera our snail also arrived in Lazio and more precisely
in Campagnano di Roma in “The snails of Elisabetta” plant,
cured by Elisabetta Iacorossi. Also in this occasion, one of the
most appreciated things was the visit to the plant: listening to
the story of those who have already taken their first steps with

the support of our Institute is always a moment of appreciation.
Elizabeth activated in 2021 a farm with 17 regular enclosures
that are reaching today the maximum of their potential. In the
beginning it was not easy to overcome all the critical issues but
her tenacity and the dedication to problem solving confirm her
success today.
The last meeting held to date was in Puglia in the company “Le
Chiocciole degli Angeli” by Pasquale Russo e Gaetano Terenzio.
The two young entrepreneurs from Bovino have benefited from
funds of the LAG Meridaunia (Agriculture and multifunctionality

call) giving life to a snail farm that focuses especially on
gastronomic production. “It is an idea that we have had for a long
time, having an abandoned land at our disposal, and being able to
find the right funding was undoubtedly a big push. The species we
breed can also be destined for the cosmetics sector. The problem, if
one can say so, is that slime extraction requires an implant that has a
considerable cost. So you need to have a sufficient number of snails
capable of guaranteeing amortization costs. Maybe, in a few years,
after becoming more familiar with farm management, we can take
this step. Also because slime extraction is not a destructive process,
so whoever has so many snails and has the possibility of having an
extraction implant, has guaranteed double profitability, the same
snails that are used for their slime, can be resold for gastronomic
use. Cosmetics are another source of income, after gastronomy, but
it is not recommended to undergo this project at an early stage, as in
our case, when you can’t provide the essential numbers to amortize
the costs”.
Young people who invest in the territory, and who recognize the
thousand resources of the land of their origins.
In the meantime, the autumn meetings in Campania and in
Sardinia are already in agenda. The dates will soon be published
on the website www.Istitutoutodielicicoltura.it and on the
Facebook and Instagram pages of our Group.
#staytuned!
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The Bolognese Snail joins Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco and begins its commercial journey
with Lumacheria Italiana.
Our supply chain is strengthened and grows with key professionals in each region.
Welcome to Marco Mingrone, representative in Northern Italy
.

Academy - grown in even greater satisfaction since he decided
to adopt the Cherasco Method: the natural nutrition of the Snail,
and breeding it with care lead to exceptional gustatory results,
and the great restaurateurs with whom Marco collaborates have
noticed it. To browse his social channels is dangerous if it is done
in the late morning or at dinnertime: the feeling while scrolling
through the mouthwatering dishes is overwhelming. Don’t you
want to try the irresistible “Tortelli alla bourguignonne and
Chiocciole” by chef Mattia Turcato of the Osteria La Piazzetta in

Marco Mingrone has joined the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco
supply chain in March of this year, by crossing the threshold
of Lumacheria Italiana to propose himself as a commercial
representative in the area of northern Italy and Emilia Romagna,
his region of origin.
The Azienda Agricola La Lumaca Bolognese is in fact based in
Castenaso in the province of Bologna. Marco shows off a great
knowledge of snail meat and its derivatives, being a breeder long
before becoming a commercial agent.
His adventure in the staff of the Institute is no other than the
umpteenth light bulb to shine on his path. Marco said: “When
they ask me how did the idea of breeding snails came up to me,
I like to answer by telling the story of light bulbs. In my life I
have never been able to be an employee, to think about the
permanent job, I always wanted to follow my instinct and those
signs that sometimes fate gives you. The synergy between these
two elements has often turned on some motivational bulbs that
lead to different futures: some lighted up only a few moments,
others illuminated long journeys (some still outstanding) as if
to indicate a path, casual even if obstinate, that life wanted to
propose to me. Until today those bulbs and those paths have
always led to rewarding destinations. “
Great gastronomic connoisseur, in 2018 Marco Mingrone
founded La Lumaca Bolognese with his friend and agronomist
Stefano Vecchi, with the main purpose of satisfying the need to
synchronize with Earth, and with the fruits that man’s work can
produce, to know them enough to propose them to consumers.
For this Marco can show off great chefs and important restaurants
among its customers - in this photo we see him with the chef
Igles Corelli, the historical face of the 412 channel of Sky, and
Coordinator of the Scientific Committee of Gambero Rosso

San Giovanni in Persiceto?
Marco’s enthusiasm, competence, determination and smile
are as bright as the bulbs that illuminate his path. His desire
to experiment and try new paths with confidence and the
ability to turn to competent partners such as those he found
in Simone Sampò, Paolo Baratti and in all of our staff was the
extra gear of him. That’s why, relying on to the professionalism
of our Technical Department, today La Lumaca Bolognese has
turned part of their system to the fastest and safe Short Natural
Cycle: a few weeks ago he introduced 150,000 baby snails in the
enclosures, caring and feeding them according to the strict rules
of our Breeding Disciplinary, they are growing strong, healthy
and tasty, ready for the harvest this autumn; in shorter times
than the Complete Natural Cycle.
At the same time he continues his activity as a commercial agent
and is enjoying amazing results even in this area.
The strength of Marco Mingrone, we reiterate and confirm, is his
deep knowledge of the product he offers, produces and loves.
How not to trust someone who knows what he offers and knows
well what he’s doing? Welcome Marco, we are building together
a bright path!
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Saturday 17 and Sunday 18 of September 2022

Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco

celebrates academic achievements
and shares new research.

Heliciculturists, aspiring breeders and entrepreneurs, those curious about the world of
Snails, schedule the important September event on your agenda!

Also on Saturday 17 September, starting at 3 pm, the
Heliciculture Center in Corso Luigi Einaudi 40 in Cherasco will
be open to guided tours, to accompany guests from classrooms
to the fields, because it is precisely from the Earth that starts
the future of Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco. Workshops,
seminars dedicated to transformation of snails for gastronomic
or cosmetic purposes, the slime extraction through the Muller
Process, plants visits dedicated to the Complete Natural Cycle
and those used for the Short cycle, and the walks in the growing
Helix Valley.

While HELIX Digital Man Earth becomes biennial - we are
already preparing for the 2023 edition - this year we choose to
focus on major scientific and academic events.
This is because the studies, the researches and the continuous
projects we handle in order to regulate the sector even more,
require time, perseverance and dedication, but above all because
the request for raw material of the highest quality, like the one
produced by the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco Supply Chain, is
in constant and perpetual increase.
Which leads us to increase the free training proposals with the
hope of increasing the team of Italian and foreign heliciculturists,
producers of snails and derivatives such as the very precious
slime, “gold of the future”.
With this in mind, we will dedicate 17 and 18 September 2022
to important meetings of exchange and comparison.
Saturday 17 of September from 9.30 to 13, will be held the 51st
INTERNATIONAL HELICULTURE MEETING, in the prestigious
headquarters of UNISG University of Gastronomic Sciences of
Pollenzo, which hosts all our seminars. The participants will be
accompanied through an overview on the state of Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco Heliciculture in Italy and in the world. We will
also display the results of the most recent studies dedicated to
the Complete Natural Cycle compared with the Short Natural
Cycle, to give future supply chain heliciculturists the right tools
needed to choose, based on their projects and investments,
between micro-enterprises or larger farms size. The conference
will also be an opportunity to present the New Manual of Right
Operating Practice, based on the most recent studies and
research projects, a testimony of the enormous work that our
Institute carries out in dialogue with the universities, research
institutes and political bodies represented primarily by MIPAAF.

On Sunday 18 September, the Heliciculture Center will open as
early as 10 am to accompany future heliculturists all day long
through seminars, workshops and B2B appointments with the
center professionals.
The National Assembly of ANE partners will be held on Sunday
18 September at 11.30: an occasion to share with the President
Simone Sampò all the needs that the shareholders need to
express, to renew the prices of withdrawal of production for the
two-year period 2022/2023 and vote for the leaders of the staff.
As we share with you all our appointments, the calendar
becomes more and more full of content that we will disclose
step by step in the coming weeks.
Meanwhile, reservations are already open at email Info@
istitutodielicicoltura.com or +39 0172.489382
2022 will be the year to strengthen our helicoidal future and
only you will allow us to build solid and shared foundations.
We are waiting for you!

51st International Heliciculture Conference

The birth of Helix Valley

The story

Helix Valley is born, and to look for
water we rely on Rhabdomancy.
What was incredibly lacking in Cherasco were precisely the farms: heliciculture is done in
the field differently than as in academia, and the Helix Valley fills a narrative void that was
necessary to build and offer to the many visitors who come to our territory.
Rhabdomancy, from ancient Greek ῥάβδος (rhabdos) a rod,
is an old practice considered today a form of divination, after
numerous studies conducted over the years have ascertained
the lack of valid elements to credit it as a scientific technique.
Generally, the dowsers claim that the rods cross in presence
of running water under the ground, identifying in this way the
best place to dig a phreatic well (which uses artificial pumps) or
artesian (which carries water to surface) to irrigate a field.
Similar practices have been employed in the past - and some
continue to be used- to locate buried metals, oil, precious
stones or other objects. The alternative tool to metallic sticks is
a forked Y-shaped twig, which is also the oldest and best-known
instrument, almost always present in the classic iconography
of the diviners. It usually is gripped by the lateral branches by
turning the third extremity forward, the one that would oscillate
in the vicinity of the object sought after, according to the theory
supported by dowsers.
Dowsers tend to be very knowledgeable people on the
hydrogeological structure of the territory and relying on them is
a way to know it better.
For this reason we have chosen to take advantage of the
consultancy of Francesco De Sanso, a diviner from Cherasco,
son of art. Watching him work is as fascinating as hearing his
story. Francesco was raised by a mother with healing powers,
and he has developed certain sensitivity to esoteric powers
from a young age.

But it was the meeting on a construction site, with his colleague
from Caserta, to dazzle him. Roberto practiced the art of
dowsing using two simple copper sticks. Moved by curiosity,
Francesco asked to try, and from the first touch, he felt a kind
of vibration in his hands. When you ask him to explain what he
feels, Francesco can’t find the words but repeats like a mantra “I
feel it in my hands”. And if you try, to hold these sticks, you won’t
feel anything. His mentor Roberto has immediately incensed
him as a promising diviner.
Francesco has been practicing this art successfully for over
twenty years, without the request of any compensation because,
as he says, it is a gift and gifts are shared, they are not charged.
We contacted him as the first step of the new project of our
Institute, the birth of Helix Valley, the creation of some farms
with Complete Natural Cycle and Short Natural Cycle with the
application of the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco Disciplinary.
Why this choice? To testify to whoever comes into town, that
our snail can find its habitat in every territory adapting to any
climate, but still has an institutional and academic headquarters
precisely in Cherasco, where the Institute has been carrying out
a careful research work. The lack of facilities to visit, the first
available being a few kilometers from the Center Of Heliciculture,
represented a gap that the Director Sampò has chosen to fill.
Having found the water, they are starting the excavation work
for the fences construction and the introduction of reproducers
in plants intended for the Complete Cycle, and of baby snails in
the Short Cycle ones.
Today, those who approach the world of Heliciculture Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco have the opportunity not only to interface
directly with the most competent professionals in the sector, but
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also to experience first-hand what it means to be a helicoidal
entrepreneur and be fascinated by the world of the Snail.
Entering the headquarters of the Heliciculture Center helps
the visitor understand the path that can be undertaken: the
headquarters opens their doors in Corso Luigi Einaudi 40, just
after the Narzole gate, where the houses start to thin out and
leave room for the countryside and the skyline of the Langhe
hills. In 2021 the facades of our premises were embellished
by two large images that identify the essence at first glance: a
large snail hidden among the vegetation is the business card
for Lumacheria Italiana, while the iconic beauty of Lumadea
indulges you in the world of cosmetics with snail serum.

in occasion of the 51st International Heliciculture Conference.
The visit to the Delivery Room aroused great interest and
particular emotions, first of all in us insiders.
The laboratory recreates the conditions of a natural day
with the passage from night to day, a degree of humidity and
temperature established in order to recreate the snail’s ideal
habitat, the right amount of food: a world so comfortable that it

Crossing the threshold, you enter the world of Chiocciola
Metodo Cherasco interfacing with technicians, sales manager,
cosmetologists and today you can witness the extraction of

favors our snails pairing and egg laying.
With great care and a confident work, the eggs are collected
and placed in incubation. After about two weeks, the little snail’s
babies are born, and after a short stall in the growth zone, are
introduced into the enclosures. The Short Natural Cycle, with
the introduction of the baby snails instead of the breeders, has
a wider margin of success and is particularly suitable for large
farms companies.
Risk reduction and, collection times that are reduced by 12-14
months of the Complete Natural Cycle to 6 months, guarantees
a faster return on investment.
The visit to the Center ends with the Muller Extraction Process,

to obtain the snail slime, which will then be processed into the
laboratories of the Snail Therapy Company and transformed
into high quality cosmetic products of the Lumadea line, and
the productions dedicated to heliciculturists in PL Basic and PL
Luxury.
slime, the cosmetic and the gastronomic production.
But what is becoming the flagship, are the facilities and the
Delivery Room where the brand new project of our Institute
took shape, the birth of baby snails.
The modules will be open to the public starting from September

The visit to the Center is an all-encompassing helicoidal path
that demonstrates the great work of our Institute and the
enormous potential of the sector, to our visitors.
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LUMADEA is born.
The Green Revolution of the Helix.
A young brand born from the intuition of Chiara Lovera, manager of the Snail
Therapy Company cosmetic center of Cherasco, in the province of Cuneo.
At the center, an absolute novelty for the sector: the liposomal serum.
LUMADEA is first of all a story of women.
True, passionate, authentic. In fact, at the heart of the project,
there is a woman, Chiara Lovera, in charge of the Snail Therapy
Company cosmetic center, and it all started from her intuition
to develop a new brand that revolves around one absolute
novelty for the sector: the hydrolyzed liposome of snail slime.
A green revolution that originates in the hills of the Langhe,
from the enhancement of the precious virtues of a small and
rare invertebrate, more commonly known as snail: the Helix
Aspersa.
«Ours is a very young brand that is part of the virtuous spiral of the
helicoidal economy, the movement that is renewing in a green and
ethical key, the heliciculture sector, and which has at its core at the
International Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco, in the province
of Cuneo, where the formulas of our products are born» says Chiara
Lovera.

The focus of the project is the serum of Helix Aspersa,
a small snail to which we reserve a special diet that
changes from time to time.
When the helicoidal economy produces beauty, in the
name of sustainability
Lumadea is an essential line that includes face and body
specialties, a cleansing line, and one dedicated for men.
To make the proposal unique is the liposomal serum: for the first
time, in fact, the Lumadea research laboratories have succeeded
to encapsulate it inside the “snail liposome” to make it penetrate
in the deeper layers of the skin, thus ensuring a constant and
progressive release of precious active ingredients that plumps
and regenerates from the inside. “It is the latest discovery of
our research laboratories. - continues Chiara Lovera - At the
moment it is present only in the new products, but it will soon
be included in the entire range».

A natural alchemy, perfect for those who want beautiful and
young skin, free of imperfections. “As a researcher, I learned to
read the skin, which speaks of us and changes with us. It lives on
a delicate balance which can be perfectly preserved by making
science and nature talk » underlines Chiara Lovera.
The serum contained in Lumadea is produced by Helix
Aspersa, which, in terms of effectiveness and integrity, cannot
be compared to the other snails, most commonly used in
cosmetics, as also evidenced by a recent survey conducted
from Yale University. Lumadea products are cruelty free: the
snails are sprayed with a gentle jet of nebulized water mixed
with ozone, that awakens and regenerates them, this process
allows to obtain a high chemical and organoleptic quality and
guarantees total well-being of snails, overcoming procedures
that use invasive and stressful stimulators.

The beauty world of Lumadea Cosmetici

The most effective anti-aging present in nature.

Snail serum rich in natural active ingredients, is a cosmetic
ingredient of extraordinary effectiveness and represents the
most effective anti-aging present in nature. Lumadea products
do not contain mineral oils, silicones, petrolatum, phthalates,
alcohol, SLES, parabens, but only carefully selected substances
for their specificity of action, purity and efficacy. «We can
tell everything about every active we use: its origins, processing
methods, tests effects. - Explains the manager of the Snail Therapy
Company cosmetic center. - Only in this way can we guarantee
effective and safe products”. And the raw materials we use are
100% natural. Lumadea production processes, ingredients and
protocols are safe and patented, subject to clinical, instrumental
and dermatological tests.

has been designed for younger and more impure skins, with
the exclusive Fresh Face complex, that associates to the pure
snail serum, a special “beauty salad”. Following the trend of
superfoods, Lumadea reserves to its precious snails a special
diet. “Our scientific committee has discovered that there is a clear
link between what they consume and the specific functionality of
the products, hence the decision to strengthen their nutrition with
organic hydrolyzed rocket and organic extracts of pumpkin and
cucumber. The world of ‘beauty salads’ unhides very interesting
research scenarios that we continue to investigate ». There are
four references in the Fresh Line: Go Care, an intensive face
cream for atopic skin; Go Purify, purifying face cream; Go Clean,
enzymatic face cleansing mousse; Go Drain, detox and tonifying
body cream.

Two lines and sixteen clinically tested references.

Two lines proposed by Lumadea, ESSENTIAL and FRESH,
containing a total of 16 clinically tested references for all face
and body needs. To unite them is a new interpretation of the
orange blossom, luminous and delicate at the same time. What
distinguishes the Lumadea Essential face products is the
Essential Face complex, which associates to the purest snail
serum, the protective, moisturizing, and illuminating orchid
stem cells, and black pearl, naturally rich in amino acids with
soothing and regenerating mineral salts, strengthened from
time to time with certain actives. Specifically, the proposal
includes: Regenerating face mask n ° 5, anti-aging face cream n °
3, eye contour serum and lips detox & smoothing n ° 2, anti-aging
face serum n ° 1, Illuminating face drops & tensor effect 0, pure
slime spray radiance and regenerating effect for face and body
n ° 34. In the body line, there are references based on Essential
Body, with snail slime, combined with Iberian flower and black
pearl: Body cream remodeling treatment n ° 55, purifying and
nourishing hand cream 89.
Two Essential Man references: a rapid absorption gel to be used
as an aftershave, the aftershave face Serum n ° 1 and the face
wash and beard wash mousse n ° 21, a delicate cleanser enriched
with liposomal hyaluronic acid, red tea, black tea and propolis.
And for cleansing, two extraordinary products: Face scrub silk
effect n ° 8, Milk & Tonic cleansing face n ° 13. The Fresh Line

The Spiral of Lumadea meets the golden
spiral of Fibonacci.
The symbol of Lumadea is a spiral that, inspired by the shell of
Helix Aspersa, represents an ever-changing process that starts
from the face products and becomes wider bringing with it the
cleansing and bodylines.
Each product is marked with a number on the packaging:
“There is a precise link between the symbol that never closes and
continues to regenerate and the Fibonacci series of golden numbers,
an ancient history of three millennia that has become a canon of
absolute beauty so much that it is defined as ‘divine proportion’ “.
A perfect geometric system, like nature, that Lumadea puts at
the center of its products.

The beauty world of Lumadea Cosmetici

Lumadea protagonist at Cosmoprof Worldwide
2022. From make-up to sunscreens: all
the news launched at the most important
international fair in the sector .

Lumadea has in fact launched the first DD Cream and the
first Lip Gloss enriched with Helix Aspersa liposomal serum,
an absolute novelty for the sector created exclusively by the
research laboratories of our brand.
The snail liposome is at the heart of the formulas, a 100%
natural delivery system that transports the liposomal serum
of the snail inside the skin. Once there, thanks to its natural

From the green heart of the Langhe to the world’s leading fair of
the beauty industry: Lumadea was among the leading brands of
the 53rd edition of Cosmoprof Worldwide that took place from
April 28 to May 2, 2022 in Bologna. A prominent appointment
in the international panorama of the beauty and cosmetics
sector, Cosmoprof turns the spotlight on excellence, innovation,
creativity and sustainability. And it is around these values that
the Lumadea brand develops, starting from research carried out
in the laboratories of the Snail Therapy Company.
The result is an all-female green cosmetic revolution, originated
from the enhancement of the Helix Aspersa, a small and valuable
invertebrate more commonly known as snail. A wonder of
nature, whose production is enhanced thanks to a 100% cruelty
free process. «Ours is a very young brand that is part of the
virtuous spiral of the helicoidal economy, the movement that is
renewing in a green and ethical key, the heliciculture sector, and
which has at its core the International Institute of Heliciculture
of Cherasco, in the province of Cuneo, where the formulas of
our products are born» says Chiara Lovera, founder and brand
manager of the Snail Therapy Company cosmetic center.
In a completely sustainable and natural booth, furnished with
green plants and waterfalls, the entire range of Lumadea
products was presented to the public, along with the great
news of the last few months: we’re talking about Make-up
and Solars. Among the many visitors, buyers and professionals
who have come to visit the staff of Lumadea, the well-known
influencer Luca Buttiglieri, a performer, musical teacher, singer
and dancer who literally fell in love with Lumadea products, and
in particular with the makeup line appreciated for its natural
allure.

affinity with cell membranes, it fuses with them ensuring a
constant and prolonged release of actives.
DD CREAM DAILY DEFENSE WITH LIPOSOMIAL SERUM SPF
15 in Medium and Dark color.
A surprising multitasking product that sublimates the color
of the complexion, and unites the properties of an anti-aging
moisturizer to those of a light and transparent foundation, for
a perfect coverage. A Concentrate of Helix Aspersa liposomal
serum and antioxidant active ingredients, it is anti-aging and
prevents the formation of wrinkles and expression marks. In
the formula, an intelligent and selective filters system, that
recognizes and shields only radiations responsible of photo
aging. Two versions are proposed: Medium, which immediately
ensures a warm amber coloring, and dark for darker complexions.
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the environment.
SMART E OCEAN FRIENDLY.
At the heart of the formulas, a complex booster made of the
exclusive and very pure Cosmos certified snail serum, combined
with black pearl and enzymatic sunflower oil, as well as
functional substances that are activated under the rays but keep
stimulating the synthesis of melanin even after exposure. In
addition, a system of intelligent and water resistant UV filters,
that recognizes and shields only the radiations responsible for
photoaging, without obstructing the positive frequencies of the
sun, as it is ocean friendly, in compliance with the Hawaii Reef
Bill treaty, free from all those substances that can damage the
sea and the marine habitat.
Three references, with an innovative and sensorial texture and
an enchanting fragrance.

LIP GLOSS WITH LIPOSOMIAL SERUM
A cocoon beauty gesture. It is the new Lip Gloss with Helix
Aspersa liposomal serum, that volumizes the lips naturally,
hydrating and plumping them visibly thanks to the combined
action of hyaluronic acid, intensely restructuring, and the antiaging liposomal serum, compacting and elasticizing.
Two versions are proposed: Plumping, 100% transparent, to be
used alone, as a neutral and bright volumizing base, or on top of
lipstick; Hydrate & Shine, in the colors Cherry Red and Cannes,
for sensual lips with full and very bright color.
The immediate and lasting volume effect is guaranteed.

THE SOLARS ACCORDING TO LUMADEA: SMART AND
OCEAN FRIENDLY.
Essential in the number of references, rigorous in science and
unconventional in the choice of packaging and color codes. It is
the new proposal of solar and after sun Lumadea, three references
that make the ritual under the rays a complete treatment for
skincare, highly protective but capable of stimulating and
sublimate the tan to the maximum. At the center, the best of
scientific research in sun protection and the utmost attention to

SUN SPRAY SPF 50 SPLENDOR EFFECT with snail serum, black
pearl and enzymatic sunflower oil.
High protection associated with a regenerating treatment
for an immediately more nourished and radiant skin. Water
resistant formula enhanced with hyaluronic acid, vitamin E, red
and black tea waters, for an immediate glow effect and longlasting hydration, lasting even after prolonged exposure to the
sun. Reapply frequently to ensure an even and smooth result,
especially after bathing.
SUN SPRAY SPF 30 SPLENDOR EFFECT with snail serum, black
pearl and enzymatic sunflower oil.
For skins that are already tanned or more resistant to the sun,
a SPF 30 that has the same characteristics of treatment and
protection of the SPF 50. Repeat the application frequently,
especially in case of prolonged exposures or after bathing.
SOOTHING AND REFRESHING AFTER SUN SPRAY with snail
serum, black pearl and enzymatic sunflower oil.
Face and body spray skincare treatment that combines efficacy,
pleasure and sensoriality, giving immediate relief and freshness
to the skin, even the most sensitive ones. In addition to the
exclusive complex Lumadea Solari, it contains hyaluronic
acid, panthenol, allantoin, vitamin E and oak extract, super
moisturizing, soothing and refreshing. Spray generously on
the face and body, the product will be absorbed quickly with a
light massage without greasing, leaving a veil of hydration and
softness on the surface. For a sublimated tan!
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Communication in the field of luxury
eco-friendly beauty: the Lumadea
Cosmetics case.
Martina Boccardo dedicates her bachelor’s thesis to our brand.
was born in the panorama of the International Institute of
Heliciculture. The thesis was the meeting point of two great
passions, the world of beauty and communication that found
the perfect synthesis in her path in Lumadea. Particularly
attentive to the tendencies of recent years of natural cosmetics,
Lumadea production undoubtedly satisfied Martina’s research
in the field of high quality and eco-sustainable cosmetics.
It is certainly an excellent generational signal to perceive a
renewed sensitivity in the choice of eco-friendly products, those
green cosmetic products conceived and designed to respect
the natural environment from which derive the ingredients
and excipients necessary for their realization. Martina writes
in the introduction of her thesis: “As a student of international
communication, curiosity and interest in the communication
strategies adopted by different brands, pushed me to research and
analyze the best ways to communicate efficiently and effectively
one single idea, a theory, a product or a concept. Mainly for these
two reasons, I decided to develop my master’s thesis on the subject
of advertising communication in the cosmetic field. Beyond these
two important aspects, fundamental and decisive was my internship
experience at the Snail Therapy Company where the Lumadea
Cosmetics line was born, natural and cruelty-free products based
on pure snail slime. “
Martina is young and beautiful and this is an objective fact.
But what touches me the most personally, was her kindness, her
listening skills, the seriousness with which she performs even
the most boring tasks, like stamping mountains of sheets or
taking care of the transfer of a company van.
She speaks and writes correctly in Italian, English and French,
and came to our staff for an internship, that soon turned into
a part-time job along with University, where she graduated a
few days ago with the highest scores in Foreign Languages
for International Communication with a thesis dedicated to
Lumadea entitled “Communication in the field of luxury ecofriendly beauty: the Lumadea Cosmetics case.”
110 and praise. As for us in the Institute who have worked with
Martina in the recent months, she deserves the academic kiss.
Because when you meet a fresh intelligence, lively, curious and
capable, you really want to hug her and kiss her and say “Thank
you! We deliver you an imperfect world but it will be in good hands
with young women like you ”.
Handling corporate communication is, for me that I write,
above all an act of welcoming and understanding: of challenges,
yours interlocutors, what you need to know to tell others, things
you cannot do, if the first step is not to understand yourself.
Martina has this talent and she has been recognized in achieving
this brilliant milestone, the first of many. She has worked side
by side in the recent months with the staff of Lumadea and
the Snail Therapy Company led by Chiara Lovera, and she had
the opportunity to witness the communication strategies of a
very young but structured brand, with a concrete history that

While the thesis is still fresh off the press and the laurel
wreath still has its floral fragrance, Martina is preparing for a
new challenge: from September, a master in communication
at the IULM of Milan awaits her. We will all miss her a lot, but
we are sure that there will be many other events to share and
communicate.

In the natural sign of beauty

Private Label Cosmetics.
Beauty has your name.
In the laboratories of the Snail Therapy Company, the small realities of our heliculturists find the ideal
professionals to making their own private label cosmetic lines.

antiossidante

rigenerante
idratante
antiage

The applications of snail slime in the cosmetic field have a
concrete market that is becoming increasingly attentive and
numerous.
The properties of the slime extracted from snails raised following
the Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco Disciplinary, have a very
high quality and efficacy in skin care, and the continuous
studies carried out in the field of Research & Development
by the International Institute of Heliciculture, led to place the
cosmetic products developed in the Snail Therapy Company
laboratories among the most competitive on the market. Thanks
to the Extraction process Muller, we are able to respect and
maintain high quality standards, satisfying a target of consumers
more oriented towards natural products and more selective in
their purchases. The Snail Therapy Companies laboratories were
born in 2020 to integrate, into the Supply Chain of Heliciculture
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, the knowledge on snail slime.
The professional staff of Snail Therapy Company is
endowed with a great experience and creativity that never
stops experimenting and studying new applications. We
believe it’s a precious opportunity to give High Quality your own
name. It is our firm belief that the proposal of a cosmetic
product that wears your own colors is the best way to add
value to your business.
As a Cosmetic Production Laboratory, including a very
competent staff of cosmetologists, laboratory technicians and
industry experts, the Snail Therapy Company has the ability to
study customized formulas in order to satisfy the customers’
requests, by also using particular raw material such as lavender,
aloe and natural products.
The vegan cosmetic lines were recently produced in order to

esfoliante

elasticizzante

tonificante
nutriente
satisfy a segment of consumers that is growing year after year.
In fact, environmental sustainability and vegan cosmetics are
two closely linked concepts. Because choosing vegan cosmetic
products does not just mean giving up animal ingredients, but
also generating a positive impact on the planet.
Snail Therapy Company
offers its customers two
types of cosmetic variations.
THE PL BASIC. This kind of
packaging is designed for
cosmetic production, with
or without snail slime, with
a minimum of 30 pieces by
reference. Tested formulas
studied to guarantee a great
effect on all types of skin.
The PL Basic is the ideal solution for small companies that
want to enter the market without big investments and
with the certainty of rapid ROI times.
THE PL LUXURY.
Enhanced formulas, with or without snail slime, for the creation
of references exclusively equipped with a case. The Luxury Line,
as the name implies, is aimed to a higher target; any kind of
printing of the packaging requires a specific evaluation, in order
to determine minimum quantities and investment costs.
To create your Private Label Line, we invite you to contact us at
0172.489382 - paolo.baratti@snailtherapy.com

Institutional meetings

The Undersecretary for Agricultural Policies,
Food and Forestry, Gian Marco Centinaio in
visit to the Heliciculture Center of Cherasco.
The Cherasco International Institute of Heliciculture welcomed,
with great pleasure, on Sunday 6 and Monday 7 of March 2022,
the undersecretary of the MIPAAF Ministry of Agriculture Gian
Marco Centinaio, who wanted to visit Cherasco to deepen
the relationship of friendship and esteem, born during the
second edition of HELIX Digital Earth Man, held on the 16th
to 18th of October, 2021. Accompanied by the Director of the
International Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco, Simone
Sampò, the undersecretary has completed a real “helicoidal
path” full of exchanges and insights dedicated not only to the
world of Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, but also to the excellence
of our territory. The visit of Undersecretary Centinaio was in fact
the occasion to show the solid bases of the territorial supply
chain, that the International Institute of Heliciculture has been
developing over the years around its project, involving the main
institutional and productive players of this well-known area of
the Langhe that is appreciated all over the world.
In the company of Senator Giorgio Maria Bergesio and the
President of BCC Banca di Credito Cooperativo di Cherasco

the territory, thanks also to the will and the ability to transmit
and enhance the obtained results.
On the occasion of the dinner at the Felicin Restaurant in
Monforte d’Alba, the Magnificent Rector of the University of

To do,
To know how to do,
To transfer the know-how,
To inform.

Giovanni Olivero, the visit began with a lunch at The Osteria
La Torre by chef Marco Falco in Cherasco, to discover the high
gastronomy that the territory can express, like the interesting
reinterpretations of the snails coming from the Italian supply
chain plants; much appreciated was the extraordinary Salty
cappuccino of snails.
The tour then moved to Barbaresco for the visit, guided by the
patron Angelo Gaja, to the Cantine Gaja; a visit that Centinaio
defined as an excellent training experience declaring that “it
was like having attended a master’s class dedicated to wine ”, so
much was the shared knowledge.
The conversation with Gaja, through the narrative of his
compelling entrepreneurial history based on respect for raw
materials and the territory, that has given life to the greatest
quality of wines, sealed the communion of a shared purpose and
vision of work with the Director Sampò; they are both - Gaja
and Sampò - honest and concrete men “of doing” who have
contributed in developing the respective agricultural routes of

Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo Bartolomeo Biolatti and
the Director of the Zooprophylactic Institute of Piedmont,
Liguria and Valle d’Aosta Angelo Ferrari also joined the group,
two important men who have been supporting, for some time,
the International Institute of Heliciculture, with academics
contributions, studies and fundamental research to make the
sector more efficient; as Sampò often likes to say “when Culture
meets culture, les jeux sont faits “. More than a game of words to
confirm how the business world and agriculture and in particular
the heliciculture sector call for an open dialogue with academic
circles, certain that studies are the basics to solve any critical
issues and bring new life.
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The day of Monday 7 was spent entirely in Cherasco, where
Undersecretary Centinaio was accompanied to visit the
Heliciculture Center: from the Snail Academy, where the free
Informative Days are held, first fundamental step of exchange
and study, we moved to Digital Farming 4.0 where Sampò
illustrated the functionality of digital support to improve not
only production, but also the work of the heliculturist himself
who, thanks to sensors, blockchain and weather stations, can
receive important information and avoid problems related to the
variability of time.
Following the same path of the Snails from over 700 Italian

farms certified Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco, we moved to the
Storage Area where the manual and mechanized selection of
the many transfers takes place, before sending the crops to
transformation processes.

Finally, the visit to the laboratories of the Snail Therapy
Company has allowed Centinaio to discover the incredible
world of cosmetic transformation that takes place after the
Process of Extraction Muller, while in the gastronomic sector of
Lumacheria Italiana, he was able to attend the food production
that is now chosen by many chefs throughout Italy, as well as
from large retailers. A fundamental data to understand how
much the production and consumption of snail meat and its
derivatives in Italy from 2016 - year in which Sampò became
Director - to date, is the ever-growing demand for raw material:
Italian plants cover today only 15% of the national demand.
The exchange of these two very intense days is a testimony of
how we are concretely moving towards the birth of the first
Italian Certified Supply Chain of Heliciculture Chiocciola Metodo
Cherasco to which the undersecretary has given full support.
The meeting with Centinaio confirmed the greatness of the
work which is taking place at the International Institute of
Heliciculture, not only for companies that are part of the
Heliciculture Center, but for the entire territory that has been
chosen to be celebrated in these two days.
“The projects are amplified after each meeting - concludes Sampò
- and we are confident that there will be new opportunities for
cooperation and development”.

Scientific research

Giant snails alert in Florida, a whole city
quarantined: “Big as mice, they transmit a
parasite that can cause meningitis”.

They destroy plants and cultivated lands. They also represent
a threat to plastic objects and concrete constructions. They are
the giant snails, animals that are invading the South of Florida.
Originally from Africa, over 20 centimeters long, the size of an
average mouse, they reproduce in a swirling manner.
Not a recent problem, but it has now reached an enormous size,
to the point of forcing local authorities to quarantine an entire
town, Port Richey in Florida.
This quarantine will last two years, but unlike the coronavirus
lockdown, residents are simply forbidden to move plants, soil,
yard waste, debris, compost and materials from construction,
outside the limited area.
These invasive creatures are capable of transmitting a parasite
dangerous to human health, as it affects the pulmonary
passages and can lead to meningitis.
The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services of

Florida (FDACS) confirmed that the animal has settled in the city
of Port Richey, just north of Tampa, on June 23 and the area had
been quarantined the next day.
This type of snail is harmful to the environment; it feeds on over
500 different plants and has a taste for concrete, damaging the
infrastructure. According to the Department of Agriculture of
the United States, land snails were first sighted in South Florida
in the 1960s and it took almost 10 years and $ 1 million to free
the area from them. The problem is that these snails reproduce
rapidly, producing about 1,200 eggs in a year. Experts explain
that each snail contains both female and male reproductive
organs.
After a single mating, each snail can produce from 100 to 500
eggs. These snails can reproduce much more times without
mating again and can lay eggs every two to three months. Snails
are also difficult to eradicate because they have no natural
predators. Any snail can live up to nine years and grow up to
eight inches in length (about 20 cm). The Florida Department
of Agriculture has started a battle against snails, beyond the
quarantine, that involves the use of a treatment to eradicate
this parasite, which consists of a pesticide called metaldehyde,
known for control of snails and is safe for plants and fruits. “The
owners of the land within the treatment area will be notified in
person, or by notice sent at least 24 hours before the pesticide
treatment” warned the Agriculture Department of the United
States.
Article by Lella Simone.
Source @Il Fatto Quotidiano.
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Research projects continue with the
Zooprophylactic Institute of Piedmont, Liguria
and Valle of Aosta.
In collaboration with the Zooprophylactic Institute of Piedmont,
Liguria and Valle d’Aosta, important research studies are
underway. The first of these is dedicated to study the Akatina
snails and environmental risks on man’s health.
COMPARISON STUDY BETWEEN AKATINA SLIME
AND HELIX SLIME.

As a recent Yale University study demonstrates, snails of the
Akatina species that are mostly used in the Korean market, are
healthy carriers of the bacterium of meningitis.
The recent disruptions linked to the pandemic have shown how
it is essential to exercise as much caution as possible in the
processing of animal products to avoid dangerous contagion
for humans.
Today the slime obtained from the Akatina species still covers
85% of the Korean market, 10% belongs to China and only 5%
to Europe that produces Helix slime. The study has meant to
confirm the Yale University research, and open therefore a huge
margin of production growth for Europe.
RESEARCH STUDY FOR THE USE OF SLIME AS NOVEL FOOD.
The “novel food” constitutes a food normative regulation used
in many countries, including the EU, and are referred to as “new
dietary ingredients” in the United States.
Novel foods include foods and ingredients that weren’t used in a
significant manner in a particular country, before a specific date
specified in a food regulation.
The research goes to show how snail slime enter with full rights
in the category of Novel Foods as food supplement, a path
already practiced by Snail Therapy.
RESEARCH STUDY FOR LYOPHILIZED - ATOMIZED
LIPOSOMIAL SLIME

-

Taking into account the market requirements that demand
a long conversation, we started important new research on
technologies for the stabilization of the slime such as freeze-

drying.
The dehydration process of the snail slime allows you to maintain
the quality and intrinsic properties of the finished product.
The method of dehydration or freeze-drying of the slime
perfectly preserves the structure of the different molecules
that make it up. It was verified that the protein fractions are
totally preserved in their native state, and the vitamins remain
unaltered. Freeze-drying takes place via freezing and mild
heating, vacuum packed. The temperatures reached, during
the heating phase, are not very high and allow obtaining a
material completely reactivated and ready for the following
manipulations. Compared to our tests, we found that freezedried (powdered) slime has a very high concentration of collagen
and hydroxyproline (main anti-aging constituents of slime)
compared to liquid slime.
IFurthermore, important researches related to LIPOSOMA
WITH SNAIL SLIME are in progress to ensure maximum
naturalness and product safety.
The DLS ANALYSIS technique is implemented: The DLS (or
Dynamic Light Scattering), a non-invasive technique capable
of evaluating the size of molecules, nanoparticles or colloids
typically sub-micronics. A laser beam illuminates the sample, and
the variations of light intensity are measured simultaneously in
function of time. The tool is therefore able to collect and evaluate
the size and dispersion of the particles inside our product.
Our goal was to improve the shelf life of natural products by
developing IPStiC Technology, a polymeric interconnected
blend, composed of Hyaluronic Acid at high molecular weight,
Hydroxyethylcellulose and Rice Proteins, characterized by a
molecular-scale interconnection of the macromolecules that
constitute it.
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The boom of heliciculture in Italy.

The helicoidal economy appeals to young
entrepreneurs, it is sustainable, and with
a fast return on investment.
Heliciculture, as snail breeding is called, is booming in Italy and is becoming a business to which young
entrepreneurs dedicate themselves, eager to return to a free life in contact with nature, which allows a
quick return on investment.

A clean and ethical business that respects nature. And profitable.
In short, a sustainable business on the green side but also on the
economic side. It is snail breeding, a sector that is experiencing
a moment of great expansion with many young people entering
this economic chain, thanks to the main standards maker, the
International Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco.
The numbers confirm the prospects of this activity strongly
linked to nature. According to the explanation of Cherasco
International Institute of Heliciculture, in six years the number
of heliciculturists that follow the “Cherasco Method” in Italy
went from 200 to 840, employing more than 11,000 suppliers
and generating a significant increase in turnover, from 36 million
euros in 2016, to reach 340 in 2019 and close to 500 million
euros in 2021.
The Cherasco method was developed in collaboration with
the University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and the
“Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco”, recognized and requested
for its quality obtained, thanks to the application of the strict
Disciplinary, it saw its value double, going from 3 euros per kilo
in 2019 to 6 euros per kilo in 2022.
We can safely say that, a real “helicoidal” economy was born
and developed from this small invertebrate, the snail.
Heliciculture, as snail breeding is called, is booming in Italy and
is becoming a business that attracts young entrepreneurs that
are dedicated, and eager to return to a free life in contact with
nature, which allows a fast return on investment. Considering
that current farms in Italy provide only 15% of domestic demand,
and that there are over 1 million uncultivated hectares (data
Coldiretti), there is room for more than 3,800 hectares of farms,

and for the start-up of new profitable business opportunities.
There is truly a world behind the little snail and there is space,
technologies and skills that could make Italy the first certified
snail producer. Attention to environmental sustainability,
respect for nature and for the consumer - at the basis of the
Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco system - gives birth to an organic,
natural and genuine product - the Cherasco snail - of which
“nothing is thrown away “: meat in haute cuisine, snail slime in
medical and cosmetic products, the intestines for feeding other
animals, the shell, source of limestone, in orthodontic products
and for scrubs in massages. “In addition to creating awareness,
like and with slow food, the helicoidal economy goes further by
creating an economic system which has the purpose of income
redistribution, of network, and of well-being by restoring dignity
to people - says Simone Sampò director of the International
Institute of Heliciculture of Cherasco and entrepreneur -. Today
this system represents the snail, but one day it can as well be
represented by the hazelnut or the honey; with a lot of research
and development we can develop the involved economic
sectors”.
Source: Fabrizio Guidoni for Wall Street Italia

About us

Italia Oggi Magazine

Snails breeding in 4.0.
Cherasco cuts the time in half.
The Cherasco method for heliciculture becomes 4.0 and halves breeding times.

The Cherasco method for heliciculture becomes 4.0 and
reduces the breeding period by 50%. Multispectral camera
drones to monitor vegetation indices and for predator control,
precise irrigation for the activation of each individual dispenser,
neural recognition networks to identify the herds and the
level of development of brood specimens, and also adaptive
mathematics models for the control of all automation and cloud
computing platform. This is the technology put in the field
by Simone Sampò, creator of the Cherasco method for the
cultivation of snails, to halve the time of production. “In the
world there is a shortage of 11 thousand tons of snails. The wild
ones have marked a decrease of 35%, due to pollution.
To this we must add the war in Ukraine, second producer in the
world, and the closure of the companies in Poland and Lithuania
because of Covid.
«A lot of gaps have opened, that we can fill with the short cycle,
with which we double the production because we halve the times
of breeding», Sampò tells ItaliaOggi. How? «We are the ones who
supply the snails already born, one month old; the breeder has to

think only about fattening» he explains. «Technologies 4.0 allow
monitoring the production through irrigation sensors: the more
humidity we provide to the snail, the faster it grows».
With the short breeding cycle, labor is reduced by a third and
there is a return of 40 thousand euros per farm.
Source: @Italiaoggi

Conferences and workshop

At Circonomia we talk about the Food of the Future
There will be food for everyone and for all tastes. The fundamental point is to be able to produce
it with respect to corporate sustainability.
Food is a sector in full evolution and in the next years, significant
changes await us, even at the dinner table.
In the last Aperitalk of his spring session, Circonomia2022
proposed a trip in “The Food of the Future” which was attended
by Sergio Capaldo from La Grada Carni - Eataly, Carlotta Totaro
Fila of Alia Insect Farm, Paolo Corvo of the University of
Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo, together with our Director
Simone Sampò.

How does the food we eat relate to environmental health?
How can the production of meat, vegetables and fruits intensify
pollution levels and affect Human health? These and other
questions animated the meeting of Wednesday 29 June. Roberto
Cavallo, artistic director of Circonomia explains: «Over the years,
the Alba festival has become the house of the circular economy: a
space where it is possible to meet, share ideas and opinions, learn
about new initiatives about the economic paradigm which is more
accepted as the way for the economy of the future “.
Circonomia is an effort of sharing, in awareness that only an
authentic and cooperative confrontation can determine change.
The co-director of the festival Roberto della Seta explains:
«Within a very short time, not more than 20 years, we must, globally,
eliminate the use of fossil fuels. If we will not be able to achieve
this, as the majority of the scientific community say, we will find
ourselves in a tragic situation, not so much for the environment that
has regenerative abilities, but for us humans. Poverty, inequality,
unemployment would grow, loss of businesses, migrations».
It is therefore necessary to dedicate some time to think, by
structuring organizational and philosophical models that are
able to guide actions with a collective well-being perspective,
in an attempt to overcome the current self-referential models
of living the world.
Interesting food for thought arose from the conversation with
the speakers: Sergio Capaldo underlined how a right method
of raising cattle can prevent the excessive use of water that is
demonizing the sector today. If the average is of 15,000 liters
of water to produce one kg of meat, the symbiotic agriculture
proposed by Capaldo not only helps the production of high
quality meat, but preserves the environment, the ecosystem
and produces a circular hydrolic energy that goes around 580
liters of water per kg of meat.
Carlotta Totaro has also underlined how insects can also become
part of the Mediterranean diet, and the use in Italy is still held
back only due to a cultural bias: Alia Insect Farm produces in fact

a kind of flour that can be used to produce pasta, bread, sweet
and salty products with a high protein content.
The prejudice with the Snail is less rooted, mainly thanks to
the great work that our Institute has been doing with many
Italian chefs who are revisiting the pulp: because they are high
in protein and very low in fat, recipes based on snails are part of
the diet of Italians from any age today. Not to mention the very
low environmental impact that farms, with a complete or short
natural cycle, have.
Professor Corvo, a sociologist, pulled the strings of the meeting:
no need to choose whether to be on the side of the Fassona
meat or on the Snail and Insects side. Today the consumer, as
the chef, has at his disposal a palette of ingredients that can
make nutrition much more varied and interesting.
Moreover we would be offering greater food alternatives to the
world population that is always on the rise.
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The future of the snail begins
with the children.
In the panorama of F-Helicicultura we welcomed in our Academy, the very sweet
students of the Asilo nel bosco from the Valle Talloira.
One of our claims is “The future is snail”.
We like to use it because we really believe in the power of our
business chain and because we live the present with a vision for
the future.
And the future is the new generations with which we work
through the educational workshops of F-Helicicultura.
Happiness is a method of producing “Culture” and the very idea
that happiness can be learned, that being a happy children can
be learned, prompted us to identify the snail as a model: for its
slowness, its slight presence and its docility.
F-Helicicultura is a welcoming and safe place, where
experimentation becomes education.

who are capable of making a better contribution to society,
with the commitment of their work, and the ability to build
solid relationships with family and friends. So were the 30 little
students of the Asilo nel Bosco: as always, it was overwhelming
to watch them learn curiously, to see them working the soil with
their bare hands, dirtying their beautiful little faces and hands.
We live in a society where it is not common to appreciate the
little simple things anymore, like not caring about the pants
getting dirty if you sit on the ground.
Children remind us that it is not only possible, but that it is
especially nice, to “feel things”, they teach us that a smile is
born whenever we let ourselves be amazed with confidence.
The work with the children of Asilo nel Bosco will continue, with
a project still in the conceptualization phase, but we are thinking
about the construction of a small plant in their own school.
Certainly, the snails that will inhabit it will be very lucky!

The snail arouses more and more curiosity. Pupils of the Children
School of Valle Talloria’s visited our Institute, accompanied and
guided by the teacher Giovanna Zanirato and her colleagues,
and participated in the workshop deepening their knowledge
about the mollusk and his life, habits and habitat, also through
the construction of small enclosures. The teachers say: “This
little creature continues to fascinate the children, and that’s why
we promoted this educational outing. We thank Gabriella Lovera
and all the staff for the welcome, the excellent organization and
the material donated to children”. And we thank them for the
exciting and fun shared time.
The encounter with these adorable children allowed us to spend
a wonderful morning, a puff of fresh air: with them, we have
sown the future, and their smiles are precious gems.
The goal we wish to pursue is, the demonstration that serenity
and a calm determination to seek the most intimate value of
things, ultimately could lead to a deeper understanding. The
children who are able to grasp and appreciate the details today,
who know how to be attentive and curious, will become men
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page for kids!
#ilfuturoèchiocciola

Spiralize

your creativity with colors!

ahahah!!!
ahaha!!
ahah!
A snail sees a friend of hers without a shell,
Amazed she asks her: “What happened to you? Why
you’re without your shell? “
The other snail asks her to follow her to a place where
they can’t be heard or seen.
There, the shell-less snail confesses in great secrecy:
“Don’t tell anyone, but I left home!”

which of the 3 will
come to lettuce?

ANE

Joining the ANE is a Protection and a
Guarantee. The 2022 membership starts.
Being ANE Associates guarantees the heliciculturist who follows
the Disciplinary Chiocciola Metodo Cherasco the following
services:
• The withdrawal of the Production in full compliance with the
DISCIPLINARY
• The use of the CMC trademark, which guarantees that the
meat and the slime were produced in Italy, by the farms
following the Complete Natural Cycle Method, promoted by
the International Institute of Heliciculture.
• Gastronomic Private Label: the heliculturist ANE has the
possibility to create his own gastronomic Brand making use
of the advice, assistance and production of the certified
company Lumacheria Italiana.
• Cosmetic Private Label: the ANE heliculturist can be either
a sales agent of LUMADEA Cosmetics products, or produce
a Cosmetics Line under his own brand to commercialize at
more competitive prices. The Private Label Line is, in fact,
ideal for specific commercial circuits such as markets, fairs,
private E-Commerce channels and direct sales.
• Recognition of the Accidents Plan: the registration with
the ANE includes an accident insurance policy, issued and
managed by the company GENERALI Italia S.p.A.
• Being part of the ANE also means being part of a network of
heliculturists who share a common breeding project.

BOOK AND DVD ARE YOUR
FIRST USEFUL TOOLS!

The manual offers a 360° overview of heliciculture 2.0
while the DVD tutorial is a real training technique, even
at a distance. Both can be ordered from the site www.
istitutodielicicoltura.it

HAPPY SUMMER HELICAL TO ALL!

